A Virtual Reality Activity
Based Around Cricket
We were tasked with handling the entire objective for the
marketing activity. After lots of thinking and research, we
decided the right solution was to create an interactive VR
game based on cricket.
Since we were managing the entire objective, it meant the
game had to be created and also deployed by us. The tech
team and the 3D team worked hard to create the game from
scratch, ﬁne-tuning various aspects such as modelling, animation, and programming until it was fully ready for deployment.

Mechanics of the VR Game
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The mechanics of the game were simple and fun - once you put on the VR headset, you enter a virtual stadium
where your objective is to bat against a bowler until you’re out or until a over is ﬁnished. The bat was controlled
using a VR controller which was set up to look like a bat.

Deployed at DLF Cyberhub, Gurgaon
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As the entire concept was new and refreshing, it was
shared heavily on social media by most people who
participated, further driving engagement for the
client.
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